
Charles Giberti - The Kingmaker 

[00:00:00] Thank you for joining me. I hope many aspects of your life are 
progressing. My name is Jason elder and day. Our guest has 10 years of law 
enforcement analysis experience. He was an analyst at both Cincinnati and he 
was a supervisor crime analysts at Wichita, Kansas. He is here to talk about 
mentorship up and coming leaders in law enforcement analysis and next gen 
technology, please welcome Charlie Giberti. 

How are we  

doing? Doing great, Jason, thanks for having me on  

very good. Another Cincinnati analysts. So we did not cross paths during our 
time in Cincinnati, but we certainly were both analysts and Cincinnati growing  

up quite the Cincinnati school of crime analysis, quite the lineage there.  

Yeah. So it's a, when we met at IALEIA conference last month, it was 
interesting, just talking to you and talking about all the different names that we, 
we know the people there in Cincinnati,  

it was interesting to get your perspective on how things were back then versus 
[00:01:00] how they were when I was there. 

And I'm still in touch with an analyst who re until recently worked there as well. 
So I kind of get to see the whole progression of that department over almost 15 
years now. So that was pretty cool. Yeah,  

I started in 2008 and I was their first civilian. And so certainly they have a 
spread out since then. 

So it kind of ruined that moment in terms of my first question, but how did, you 
discovered the law enforcement analysis profession.  

It was it was a long road. When I graduated from high school, I really didn't 
know what I wanted to do. I didn't even really want to go to college, but my 
parents kind of forced me into it a little bit. 

So. Kind of on a whim. I tried EMS and I was an EMT for about six months, 
but I just really did not like the frequency with which I was getting pooped on. 



So I decided I needed to do something else. I went and changed my major to 
film. Cause I thought that that would be fun. And whereas I still love the study 
of film. 

I found that I didn't really jive with people I was in class with. And so one day I 
went to a guidance [00:02:00] counselor and ironically, this is exactly what I 
said. I said, I don't know what I want to major in. I don't really care. My only 
requirement was I did not want to take another math class because the next math 
class I was going to have to take was statistics. 

And I was definitely afraid of it. Tonics pulled us off few years later, I was in a 
PhD level statistics class. And now I do statistics all day, every day. But as soon 
as she happened to throw out the idea of criminal justice and I said, I don't 
know, I don't really want to be a cop. I don't really want to be a lawyer. 

And she said, well, you know, Okay. If you came in here right before you just 
dropped a really popular class and the CJ program, you could try it and see if 
you wanted to do it. And so it said, well, what's the name of the class? And she 
said, serial murder one. So at the university of central Florida, you could take, I 
think you could take serial murder, one, two and three back in the day. 

And they had a criminal profiling class and they had a sexual predators class. 
And so I was like, yeah, of course I want to take your murder one. So I majored 
in criminal justice, graduated in 2008, the absolute worst time to be coming on 
to the job market as a new graduate was shotgunning applications that was 
probably applying to 50 jobs a [00:03:00] day. 

And I finally after doing some volunteer work for the Panama city beach police 
department, as an auxiliary, I got a full-time job with the bay county Sheriff's 
office and Panama city, Florida. And my path to. Transitioning from sworn to 
analyst really kind of started when I noticed all of these little inefficiencies with 
information, getting from one place to the next I will never forget the day that I 
was parked up with my Sergeant. 

It was the end of a shift. And so we were kinda talking about, you know, what 
happened and getting paperwork in and in the middle of the conversation, he 
just looked at me real quick and he says back me up and he shoots across the 
street and he turned his lights on any grabs. 

This kid who had been walking down the sidewalk for the lawnmower. And 
arrest them and it turns out the kid isn't stealing lawnmowers out of, out of 
garages. And I, I stopped him and I was like, it's not unusual to see somebody 



walking on the road with a lawnmower in Florida. But I was like, how did you 
know that that kid had stolen a lawnmower? 

And he said, well, I overheard a conversation between the last shift right before 
we started. And I knew the guy they were talking about and I've seen him 
before. And so, you know, I know that this was the guy and I thought there's 
gotta be a better, [00:04:00] more systematic way to share information amongst 
the shifts. 

You know? And I, and I said that at one point, everyone was like, no, you really 
just got to talk. And like, I, I would go get lists of warrants and people would be 
handwriting, you know, who has warrants and where they live and stuff like 
that. And so I kind of started to explore on YouTube Microsoft access. 

And I started looking at some of these things and I remember pitching the idea 
at one point, like we can automate some of this stuff and it just didn't catch on. 
So I was kind of. I wound up going to grad school. I was in the PhD program at 
the university of Cincinnati for awhile. Really loves teaching, really hated the 
rest of academia. 

And one day I was in I was kind of in between classes and, you know, that's a 
pretty good relationship between Cincinnati PD and the university of 
Cincinnati. And I happened to be talking to a supervisor and I was telling them 
the story about like, how am I God, it was so, you know, back in the day we 
used to hand write these things and there was like no information sharing. 

And I had this idea of that got totally shut down. And he happened to say, well, 
you know, we do that sort of thing. We have analysts and there happens to be a 
position open. So maybe you should give it a shot. And I had [00:05:00] no clue 
really what the crime analyst field even was or what a crime analyst even did at 
the time. 

But I was just so ready to take a shot on something else. So, and who was the 
supervisor that would have been Lieutenant Matt hammer. Okay. I think it was 
actually higher up now. But I wound up working for Lieutenant Christine 
Breide. Who I think that she was a visionary. 

She was totally not an analyst. She's not a data science person, but I think that 
she understood the that there's just a ton of information in a police department 
and they weren't leveraging it very well. But if we could, if we could figure out 
what that looked like, there would be all sorts of opportunities to solve crimes 
and to prevent crimes that we wouldn't otherwise have figured out. 



So I wound up working for her in the intelligence unit and I was actually the 
first civilian assigned to the intelligence unit and my path was Niven. So the 
Niven program for those who don't know is when you image ballistic casings 
and connect scenes based on the same gun with. And so these Niven leads 
would come out every day and they would come in batches sometimes 
[00:06:00] dozens and they would be giving us these little tables and the tables 
would show three crime scenes on different dates. 

Maybe you've got a gun recovered, or maybe you don't. But all of them had the 
same gun involved. And so the task that she gave me, she said, you know, we've 
got. RMS. We've got CAD, we've got call detail records. We've got LPRs. If 
there's one connection between these three scenes, I want you to find all the 
connections. 

I want you to look at these people's authentic histories, even the victims and 
look and see who they've been arrested with before, who those people have been 
arrested before, what groups they're connected to. We want to see if there were 
cars by both scenes at the same time as the shootings, because our LPR data, we 
want naps. 

We want link charts. We want all of this stuff. And because I was very young 
and very stupid, I was just like, oh yeah, that'll be easy. No problem.  

Yeah. Hold on a second, because that does get into your analyst badge story. 
But I do, want to ask a follow-up question before we get there. It's interesting 
perspective that you're bringing because you're an officer and with this interest 
in data, [00:07:00] and then you would go to grad school again, still with this 
interest in data. 

And then you come into the analyst profession and I think that's interesting 
having those two disciplines with you as you're walking through the door at 
Cincinnati police department for the first time. So just take us back there a little 
bit as you're bringing in those two perspectives, what was it like walking into 
the intelligence units for the first  

time? 

So I think having been a cop was very valuable having been in academia. I'm 
not really sure. That, that was as valuable as, as certainly my boss who hired me 
thought that it might've been having been a cop, there are certain intuitive things 
that I, there are certain mistakes that I've seen other analysts make that I 
avoided. 



Like I was walking with one sort of younger analyst and they were doing an 
analysis for the first time. They got all excited. Cause they're like, oh, I found 
out that, you know, Walmart has a crime concentration on it. It's like, well, 
yeah, we like, we don't need, we don't need a map to know that. So, and there's 
kind of a culture you fit [00:08:00] into a little bit more when people say you've 
been a cop. 

So there was a lot of intangible benefits, I think from having been there. 
Academia, I remember thinking. Coming into being an analyst that I had 
learned, multivariate, regression modeling and data cleaning. And I thought that 
that was going to be like something that really helped me along the way. 

And it really just didn't come into play so very different world. You know, in 
academia, you've got these data sets that somebody collected 10 years ago and 
you just go and you download them and you transform your variables and you 
can spend six months writing an article and you're trying to assess causality 
versus in a police department. 

It's kind of like the wild west. You've got like, you know, four or five, six 
different databases with disparate data. It's updating constantly. Nobody cares 
about a pattern that you found that was occurring six months ago. They want to 
know up to this morning, what was going on. The tools were different. 

The outcomes were different. So. It was kind of a shock actually having come 
from that environment of an academia where I would say it was very pain, it 
was very calm. [00:09:00] It was very slow. It was very I want to say, I don't 
want to say easy because certainly nothing that, you know, academics at that 
level do is easy. 

But you just didn't deal with a lot of the challenges that you have inside a police 
department. And then you layer on top of that, you know, the, the need to turn a 
product around right now, because there was a homicide this morning and we're 
following up on the investigation. And if you get it to us tomorrow, it's just not 
timely. 

And so those sorts of stresses, so it was actually quite a bit of a shock coming 
from academia into a police department.  

And it reminds me of the time that I was in a constant meeting. And one of the 
captains talked about their data being insignificant. I had to laugh because I was 
in, in that setting. 



It was perfectly okay to use the word significant, but in an academic. 
Environment. What tests did you run  

your alcohol level? Significant. Yeah. What did you control?  

Yeah, it also reminds me too. I had Joe Lorenze also a Cincinnati analyst on the 
[00:10:00] program too, a couple of months back. And he talked about the idea 
that while he understood that civilian. 

Are cheaper and probably the future of law enforcement analysis at a police 
department. He says it's a lot easier to train a sworn officer to be an analyst than 
it is to teach a civilian analyst, all what a police officer knows without sending 
them out  

on the street. 

For instance, well, Joe May be a little skewed because he was incredibly gifted 
at both. So he was, he was a good cop and, you know, He took two analysis 
very easily. So I think that there's some truth to that. I think it's a real obstacle 
for police departments to find sworn people who want to learn analysis and you 
have to filter out, you know, the guys who just want the easy nine to five, they 
want to work inside of air conditioning. 

And also, if you really open it up and you look at the entire data analysis field 
you know, you're comparing the guys who went through the police academy 
and they've been cops to the [00:11:00] guys who went to MIT and they're 
being recruited by Google to do data analysis. And it's, and I am saying, I 
believe that there is value to both. 

I would actually disagree about the future. Crime animals. I think that the, you 
know, to Joe's point, he said, it's, it's cheaper to hire a civilian. And it is, there's 
almost this unspoken rule that you're not allowed to pay a civilian and a focus 
department, as much as you are allowed to play, pay a sworn officer. 

And I've found that to be true, to pretty much everywhere I've ever worked. But 
the private sector really values the skillset that crime analyst has. They value in 
a lot. If you think about, you know, Amazon Etsy, Walmart, all of those are big 
companies that are dealing with types of crimes that are brand new, that have 
been invented because they create an online platform that sells globally and 
warehouses. 



And so they're dealing with fraud and when you bring that skillset into a private 
sector, You're reducing fraud. You're increasing that company's bottom line, not 
by a little bit, but by the millions and the [00:12:00] billions of times. So the 
private sector is going to start very aggressively recruiting and hunting people 
with this skillset. 

And I think it's going to be really difficult for police departments to hang on to 
this concept of a civilian analyst, at least as it exists today. Okay. So  

And your thought then, because there's going to be this pool of the market on 
the private sector side, that police departments may start going back to filling 
the analyst position was  

sworn off. 

I mean, it's, it's either going to be that, or it's going to turn into kind of a first 
job, right out of high school style position, or maybe an internship. I just don't 
see the public sector with these sort of informal rules around how you're 
allowed to compensate, but also how you're allowed to provide benefits to 
civilian analysts, keeping up with the private sector and it's already started it's 
this isn't something that's going to happen down the line. 

This is something you're dealing with today. The banking, anti money 
laundering field, the online anti-fraud field executive [00:13:00] protection, 
insider threats, you know, As a police department recruiting an analyst, you're 
not just re recruiting against other police departments. You're recruiting against 
major league baseball. 

You're recruiting against Verizon. You're including your recruiting against 
Amazon. And the more these private sectors realize the value. And analysis and 
preventing crime and even preventing like a refined for not preventing crime. 
It's just going to be tough. It's going to be real tough for them to hang on to this 
civilian talent. 

I think the only government sector that can really compete is at the federal level. 
And that's one thing that I heard, I heard some analysts chime in on at the ILA 
conference is it's a revolving. They're they're training these analysts. There, 
there are a couple years, and then they're moving right on to the federal level. 

And to your baseball point is like there the farm system for the, the fats and,  



but the feds or the feds are struggling to you know, it takes two years to hire 
somebody to go through the [00:14:00] background check sometimes to go be 
an FBI analyst. It can take you a week to get hired, to go work for Google. And 
so like, you know, you drive into DC and from about an hour and a half outside 
of DC, to the time you cross into the DC boundary, you just see these massive 
houses everywhere and they've got Porsches and stuff parked outside. 

Those are all contractors. Those are all civilians who have the skill set who 
went and worked for the FBI for two years, and now they make way more 
money in the private sector. So it's a problem that's affecting the federal level as 
much as. The local law enforcement level. Yeah,  

 I feel that the average criminal justice major come on up still wants to go 
through that public sector that you're wanting to get to the point where it's just 
going straight from college to the private sector. You certainly going to have 
that, but I don't think there's going to be a mass Exodus. 

You're just still going to have that path there. And it's is going to be up to 
managers and executives on trying to figure out a way of how you keep the  

talent. [00:15:00] Yeah. And you know, you can talk about work from home. 
You can talk about part-time and contract models and, you know, creating a 
career path. 

And all of those are really important things to talk about and to implement. But 
at the end of the day, you got to pay for your talent too. And I think that that's a 
bridge that the law enforcement community at any level hasn't really crossed 
yet.  

Hmm, definitely an interesting topic and we've got many other topics to cover. 

So I got to move on and I do want to get to your analysts badge story that you 
mentioned earlier. So you're dealing with ballistics, you're doing 2, 3, 4 degrees 
of separation for Cincinnati police department. And you're trying to gather all 
this data and try to find connections.  

Yeah. So my boss comes to me and says, you know, we, we have these NIBIN 
leads. 

They tell us that these things are connected by. I want you to find the other 
connection. And so I went and I talked to a current intelligence analyst who was 



really adept at using IQ analysts [00:16:00] notebook to make link charts. And I 
asked him, I was like, so how do you do this? She showed me one on the wall. 

That was very, it was, it was good looking. It just wasn't very big. And she said, 
well, the first thing you got to know is that this takes time. This particular link 
chart took me about two weeks. And so I knew immediately the problem was 
not creating a good link chart. The problem was creating link charts fast. 

For them to be timely, to go out with an item. And so the goal was we want a 
complete look at the network of connections, and we want that within an hour 
of getting a knife. And so fortunately I, again, I had none of this skill set when I 
started I'm coming from academia. You know, we're downloading data sets 
from ICPSR and running stuff and SPSS. 

I had no idea how to pull data from all of these different places and optimize it 
and dump it into a place to be visualized. Fortunately, I had two really great 
mentors Shannon Wagner, who was at ATF at the time and Blake Christianson, 
who was running the caffeine and its plan. But Shannon created a very 
homegrown [00:17:00] system, basically on the backs of Microsoft back then, I 
think he called it breath magic. 

But the idea was every time he got a knife and lead, he would pull all of those 
data points into a structured format and then push it across a shared network to 
me so that I could then dump a completely clean edge list into ITU to instantly 
visualize that night. That was pretty cool. We worked on that together for a little 
bit, but then the problem is still okay. 

So we've got the people involved in the night and lead in, in the, in the events 
and the vehicles, whatever. But we want to take that out further. We want to 
see, okay. All the previous offenses that that person has been involved in. We 
want to see the other Niven lanes. This is potentially connected to and that's 
where we felt like we were going to find the aha. 

And then we wanted to see criminal networks themselves. We wanted to look at 
things like eigenvectors actors and hygiene values and page rank to figure out 
who in this network of people that included a shooting are the most important 
people to kind of take down. And so we created internally this homegrown 
system that basically took the data that ATF sent us and use that as [00:18:00] a 
launching point for a systematic query that went through our RMS system and 
our CAD system and a few other systems, and then pull more data based off of 
that. 



Visualize the network. And so the first couple of times we did this send out the 
knives and leads, you know, put these packages together. We got it down to 
about 20 minutes. So within 20 minutes I get an island lead. I've got a map that 
shows where everything happened. I've got an IQ, animals, notebook output that 
shows an item lead visualize, and then I've got, we couldn't use animals 
notebook for reasons. 

I can't remember, but we use a note Excel was the format we use to visualize all 
of the. Victims or witnesses, previous offense history, and all of the people that 
they've been connected to. And so about a month in, I was really wondering if 
this had any value, because whereas we were doing all these analytics, we just 
weren't finding these other connections that my boss sort of thought were there. 

But then one day we got a Niven lead and it was, if it weren't connected by the 
holistic match, you never would have thought that these two things were 
connected. One of them was an older white guy in his mid forties on one side of 
town. The other one was, you know, a black [00:19:00] teenager on different 
side of town. 

So  

there are those that don't know Cincinnati. There is a great divide between east 
and west. Oh  

my gosh. Yes, no, it is. It's like, I don't know, coming out of the third world and 
then driving into Narnia. It's just a completely different experience when you're 
over in Oakley versus whenever you're over in west side. 

But and then you got to go to the area in between those two places, which is off 
the kind of scary. So yeah, and you know, the way that they divide up cases, 
you've got two different investigators who are investigating. Two different 
shootings as if they're completely detached from each other. So I got this Niven 
lead. 

I pushed all my automated buttons. I generated my link chart and whenever I 
threw these guys on there, I called their network. There's just tons of dots and 
links everywhere, but there was one dot that links both of these guys together. 
And so I explored that dot and the dot was an individual who was a known 
violent offender, a lengthy history. 

He was a drug dealer and he had been arrested with both of these guys in the 
past. And when I dug a little bit deeper, I found out that this particular 



individual had been in prison. Got out 24 [00:20:00] hours later. The first 
shooting occurred in about 48 hours after that the second shooting occurred. So 
we've got a guy who's got a previous arrest history with two of our victims who 
are seemingly unconnected. 

And they had been fine right up until he got out of prison. So I got to walk into 
the investigators who are. And walk into their offices and say, Hey, I think I've 
got some information you guys might want to know about. And then, you know, 
I believe that that person is in prison now, or at least he was shortly after we 
generated that link. 

But it really set me on this path of thinking about crime in terms of networks, 
thinking about Crohn's in terms of other connections that may not necessarily be 
obvious. And how do you automate that process? How do you make that fast 
enough? So that it's timely, but easy enough so that anybody can do it. 

And that's kind of been what I've been working on ever since then. And even 
today in my role in Datawalk that's what I do. So for somebody  

that wants to set something like this up, were you able to do most of the 
automation on your own? Was it. Staff [00:21:00] helping you. How did that 
process go for you? 

No, we did it all on our own. And I definitely had help from the two guys that I 
mentioned earlier. So it wasn't all me by any stretch of the imagination, but the 
process kind of looked like this. We would use a series of access queries and 
access databases, which has a lot of limitations. And then we also use note 
Excel, which is what's free at the time. 

I don't think it's free anymore, but that also has some limitations, but basically 
he would push data to us and we would treat all of that data like a table. And 
then we would join it to our existing RMS tables that have other people and 
other offenses. And then we would generate a table of people in places that 
were connected to those people in places. 

And then we would iterate that query three and four times. So. Every time we 
ran the query, it was getting one more degree of connections and kind of gluing 
it to the bottom of this master table. And then whenever the macro that ran all of 
this queries was done, we had what was a properly formatted edge list that we 
could then just dump into either ITU or note Excel. 



And then it would automatically [00:22:00] populate the visual based off of that 
which was a little complicated to figure out. But it's not a skill that you, I mean, 
I never, I never take I've yet to take a single computer science class. I'm 
definitely not a coder or an engineer or anything like that. It was a skill that 
three guys, we don't really have a background in technology. 

You could get on YouTube and read books and kind of figure out. So I think 
that. Project or a task that most prime analysts would find approachable. Yeah.  

That's interesting. As you're talking about this, I am visualizing if I had this task 
today, how would I put that all together? And I'm thinking, all right. 

Assuming I have a data warehouse, I am pulling in all the different tables into 
sequel and I am setting up a series of, staging tables to get the data the way I 
needed to, to order to do that final join, to push out that final table that you need 
to then plug into I2 

so that would be. [00:23:00] That you could, you could set up and, and your, 
and your data warehouse. So certainly a lot of different ways to do this. And 
you mentioned the limitations of access, but certainly an interesting concept. 
And it would be interesting to almost, you could almost have a, an ITU chart 
just going through the data flow of like how, how the data flows together. 

To get to that final product that  

you're after. And now I get to do largely the same thing, except I get to do it at 
just far bigger scale. So you know, now I'm working with the department of 
justice and the department of defense. We work with commercial banks and 
they're anti money laundering unit. 

So you think about the volume of transactions they have. I mean, it's millions of 
transactions a day and we're not just pulling two gigabytes out of a ton at a time, 
which is the next one that access database and pulling the data that we think is 
significant and visualize. We're ingesting all of that data. 

[00:24:00] And then we've created a system where it identifies the patterns for 
us which is a little abstract for a podcast. And I get that. But when you see it at 
scale, something like that is actually it's, it's really cool. It's fun to be a part of.  

Yeah. So as you were putting these together and you're as mentioned, you can 
go 2, 3, 4 degrees of separation out from an instant people are, or place. 



Was there something that surprised you that turned out to be maybe a role that 
you saw or a connection that always seemed to be the case  

 The thing that became obvious to me and the frustrating. 

That, that kind of resulted as a part of the flows. There are always the same 
people kind of hanging around the crime. There was, you know, there were your 
people who, everybody knows your trigger, polars, your chronic drug dealers, 
like your, you know, the people that every cop in the city has arrested multiple 
times, but it was amazing to me when I started looking beyond just them and 
their authentic history. 

There were a list of names that were probably two, [00:25:00] three dozen 
people like that. It was like, God, they are just connected to every single one of 
these people. And so when you dig into those, some of them are just like, all 
right, well, it's this guy. And he lives with his mom. So she's just always kind of 
around whenever he commits an offense. So you can kind of validate this a little 
bit, but then there were all of these other kinds of shadow people over there. 
And so it, it always occurred to me that there needed to be some effort to, and 
this is sort of an intelligence function to go out and find those people and 
investigate those people and figure out whether or not they were, I think John 
Eck uses, in his theory, he talks about people have handlers and places have 
handlers. 

Well, would they be like the sort of darker version of a handler, like somebody 
who is pulling the strings of a chronic offender or enabling a chronic offender or 
something like that. And that's kind of like the next step in police department 
link analysis that I've never really seen anybody take it. 

Yeah. So  

these would be people that if you would run their arrest history, for instance, 
they, they would [00:26:00] have little to none, but when you're running this 
analysis, And you're looking at the number of people. They have connections to 
that do have a lengthy history with the police department. These people 
normally wouldn't come up on anybody's radar, but because of these 
connections, they should,  

right. 

When you look at a crime and you say, I want to analyze that crime, you're kind 
of. Okay. I want to know who the offender was, who the victim was, where the 



location was the day, the offense type. And maybe I want to know that guy's 
history. But what I was looking at was instead of looking at a crime or a group 
of crime, I was kind of looking at this network of people who commit all of the 
crime. 

And it's kind of a different way of thinking about analysis, but whenever you do 
that and you can do it statistically, you can look for like page rank and item 
values and things like that. But it, it, it came clear to me that there were certain 
people that were just always kinda hanging out behind the scenes. 

And I always sort of wondered what their role was.  

Hmm. So if somebody wants to have more information [00:27:00] about this, is 
there maybe some links that we can supply in the show notes  

Okay. I did a presentation at IACA on this a couple of years ago. 

I think I've got that recorded somewhere. All right.  

Oh, good. Good, good, good. Let's get that in there then. All right. So you leave 
Cincinnati to become a supervisor with Wichita, Kansas. And so it might be 
obvious was the leave to have an opportunity to be a supervisor? 

Yeah, it was for me, I was, looking for an opportunity to grow. Unfortunately, 
the problem that I had at Cincinnati was there just weren't any positions that 
were supervisory positions. There were a few of the people who had them and 
like, you know, we don't know when that guy is going to retire. 

So like most analysts you get into that spot and you kind of have to go 
elsewhere. And which it's all was a cool experience. It's it was a completely 
different setting. So Kansas is pretty far removed. I would even say from Ohio, 
but very different from Florida as well. But that's actually where I kind of 
started my progress to the private sector. 

[00:28:00] So there was an idea, you know, Wichita is a top 50 U S city in 
terms of population. It's got a little bit more population than new Orleans which 
kind of blows people's mind when you say that. Cause you sort of think of what 
you saw as being kind of nowhere. But it's bordered by all of these very small 
municipalities. 

It's kind of an island. There's not like a Metro center there. And so there was 
this idea that we could really enhance our analytic capability and our 



intelligence capability if instead of having, I don't know, 20 or so different law 
enforcement agencies inside of this area with different databases. If we found a 
way to integrate them all. 

You know, they had tried this in the past or they say they talked about it. I don't 
know about trying to like, get everybody onto the same RMS system so that 
they were all feeding into the same database. There was some talks about 
creating kind of like a data lake or a data warehouse where it was all typed in. 

And this is where I met my current boss Mark Massop, who I had met when he 
was a salesperson for another company. And I was kind of spitball on this idea 
and he goes, you know, Charlie, that's kind of exactly what this new company 
that I [00:29:00] work for does we do database integration. And so it was kind 
of my experience there and trying to integrate all of these different agencies 
together to enhance our analytics that I kind of came across data law. 

 That project never really lifted off in which it's off, but whenever it kind of 
concluded at the end of it, you know, mark happened to reach out to me and he 
was like, you know, if you ever look into to make a change, you should give 
this a shot. Which was crazy because I had never thought about working in the 
private school. 

Ever, but I saw the impact that they could have on the public sector. And I think 
the job I wound up applying to was something like software engineer. And it 
was like, must know, Python. I must know Java and must know C plus and must 
have 10 years of Linux experience. They had like 15 bullet points on it. 

And then I was kind of like, all right, we're out of these 15 I'm maybe. I maybe 
have one. But yeah, they wound up taking me I think that we had sort of put 
together a blueprint for what this software could do for other law enforcement 
agencies. And that's kinda what sold them on me. 

And it's definitely what sold me on them. So that's how I wound up here 
[00:30:00] today.  

So is, the model then you pull one day. Into one, area. And then if it's a pointer 
index system that we're like, oh, by the way, you two have this guy or this gal 
connected,  

Kind of it's actually its own database. 



And that's kind of the magic. It's both a a graph database and a relational 
database existing at the same instance, which makes connections and processes 
super duper fast, but it also makes it really scalable. So you're actually making. 
A copy of different data and finding ways to transform an integrated all into 
one. 

And so the idea is like, if you wanted to, I don't know, search for a person 
instead of going to, I think in Cincinnati, we had like four or five different 
tables just in our RMS where people information was stored. And so if you've 
got a dozen police departments who all have a similar RMS, you have to run a 
query against almost 50 different tables, but the idea would be to analyze all 
that data in a graph format, which means that you find a way to standardize all 
of the people and you make it one [00:31:00] person table, and then you create 
links between people in cars, people in incidents, people, and places, things like 
that. 

And so you kind of, you sit together this sort of graph style database, and they 
want to research a person. If you wanted to see all of the cars and then some 
places that are attached to all this connections are already made. Yeah.  

Somebody needs to make the pitch to the feds to say, in terms of their criminal 
justice programs, to police departments, those that are sign up to be part of 
neighbors and what not to report to the feds, that they should also give a benefit 
to those police departments that allow folks to have back end access to the 
records management system. 

Right. And then encourage vendors and records management systems to, to 
communicate with one another, certainly not intelligence information, but I 
mean, if you have an arrest, which is a public record and you have people 
involved in that arrest or that crime, that certainly should be something 
[00:32:00] that. 

Records management systems should be able to communicate  

and they can you know, I always, every, every time I go to a conference and I 
do something like how to create a CompStat report or how to create link 
analysis I always like to make the point of like, pointing out that your arm, 
everyone hates their RMS system. 

Like, no, but no analyst has ever just been like, oh, I'm just totally in love with 
my RMS. But that's because we're trying to do analytics on it and that's not what 
an RMS system we're built for. So you can, you know, one of the central skills 



that I always tell new analysts that they're really focused on SQL, because if 
you are reliant on an RMF to do analytics for the, you're always going to be 
severely limited, but if you can pull data out of the back end and put it 
somewhere else, if you have that skill, then I mean, you can dump it into Excel. 

You can dump it into Tablo, you can dump it into Cognos and you can create 
these automated systems for sharing that we're talking about. And there are 
there are grants out there. I think the DOJ or NIJ does encourage this sort of 
systematic information. It has not really caught on in the mainstream yet, so I 
don't think. 

Yeah. Hmm.  

[00:33:00] All right. We have a couple of topics here that we want to cover 
here. So I'm going to move on. And the first topic here to talk about is. The 
importance of mentorship, and this is a topic that I've addressed from time to 
time, but certainly want to give you the floor to get your perspective on 
mentorship. 

I think that everybody in the profession should either have a mentor or be a 
mentor. I think I mentioned my history. I mean, I was in, I was in college for, I 
don't know, something like 400 years before I got into crime analysis. I was in 
there forever. I had been a cop and yet 95% of what I know that's actually useful 
in terms of crime analysis. 

I learned because I was sitting next to somebody who was sometimes with a 
very great deal of patients walking me through how to do things, literally 
everything I know that has any sort of value. I, I got through a mentorship. If, if 
I've done anything successful in my career, it's because of people like Mark 
Massop, Chris Westphal, Krystian Piecko, Blake [00:34:00] Christenson, 
Nicollette Staton, Katalin Howard people that I've worked with. 

Taught me something and you are never, ever far enough along to not benefit 
from something like that. There are a hundred different tools out there that an 
analyst might use to accomplish those same thing. One of the things that I think 
is really impressive is one, an analyst walks into a police department and they 
say something like, you know, we've been accomplishing this thing with Excel, 
but, you know, I played around with power BI and I found that that's just way 
better. 

So we transitioned. There are people who don't necessarily know more than 
you, but might know different from you. And that's really valuable. And then if 



you are that person that knows something I I've been mentoring with the IACA 
and IALEIA and others for a couple of years now. And I am just amazed at the. 

Number of challenges that, that has exposed me to I am grappling with not just 
data challenges, but you know, helping these analysts through personal 
problems inside their department that I never had to deal with. And it's made me 
a significantly better [00:35:00] analysts, but I think it's also just made me a 
better person. 

So I credit all of my success with mentorship program and it's something that 
I'm always going to stay involved in because I just think that you always keep 
benefiting from it. Yeah. I think  

it's interesting because you technically can be a mentor and a mentee. Think it 
was John NG from Canada when I was running the mentorship program for 
IACA. 

He was both a mentee and a mentor because he had certain goals that he was 
trying to achieve. So he was working with a mentor, but he also understood that 
given how he started and, and, and worked, he could mentor a younger analyst. 
And so at the same time, he was a mentor and a mentee. I,  

I consider myself the same. 

There are guys who I, I don't know if you would necessarily rate anybody on a 
scale of who knows how much and always be looking for somebody that knows 
more, but there are people who I have heard speak, and I've heard talk on 
[00:36:00] podcasts at conferences, I've seen their publications and stuff, and 
every chance I get to go hang out with them and hear what they're doing, I'd 
love that opportunity. 

Cause I always walk away with a fresh idea. If I'm ever dealing with a specific 
problem, there are so many resources to reach out and find a thousand people 
who have dealt with that same problem. I was on I got a call the other day with 
an analyst that I'm mentoring and she was dealing with a problem with a macro. 

Neither of us would consider ourselves coders. We were able to very quickly 
type the problem into a message board and, you know, three minutes later, 
somebody just said, Hey, copy and paste this in and just gave us, you know, 20 
lines of VBA code and now the problem solved. So I think that a majority of the 
learning that's worth doing is w is done in one-on-one situations with people 
who have overcome challenges that you're trying to get over. 



 I agree. All right. Let's, go on to another segment. Now we're going to call this 
segment the analyst of tomorrow. And these are analysts that you've identified 
that you think are up and coming and going to [00:37:00] have influence over 
the future of law enforcement analysis. 

Yeah,  

I was kind of inspired by a previous episode of yours. You were talking to Chris 
Delaney. I think that the subject was top five, most influential people, maybe in 
the IACA or just in the field in general. And so it kinda got me thinking who are 
the, Rachel Boba Santos is in the next 10 years, like, who is it that maybe hasn't 
made a huge impact yet, or they're just starting, but really is going to be that 
person. 

And so the first name that came to mind Kyle McFatridge from fishers, Indiana. 
I met Kyle at a conference. I guess at the time he was with Milwaukee, which is 
a really big well-funded department with a lot of history. And it was at a 
conference and he, he had like his little entourage around him. 

He walked in there, like he was the rock or something, all these other, like 
younger analysts that were like learning from him or whatever. And so I kind of 
thought that that was a function of him being at a really great department, but 
then, you know, just a couple of months ago, we were at IALEIA and now he's 
at, small apartment in the middle of Indiana and it's the exact same thing. 

He just walked in. He's just got all these people, gravitating to him. [00:38:00] 
And his analyst that he, I don't know if he would call himself a supervisor or 
not, but all of the analysts that he works with, , they're up there presenting 
they're up there, teaching people who have been in the field for 20 years, how to 
do different techniques. 

And again, there are a small town in Indiana. So the dude has had a huge 
impact. I think one of the hardest things to do, like, you know, you made it in 
crime analysis when you can walk into a police department, see how they're 
doing things, evaluate how to make it better, and then actually make that 
change. 

That is. Oh, very difficult thing to do, especially you're getting to, you're 
coming in as a civilian. You have to establish rapport, you have to create 
change, and then you have to sustain change, which are two very different 
things. So the analysts that I've met that have done that at sometimes a very 
young age I just think that's really impressive. 



So Elizabeth Saffell Naperville PD Shannon Strelioff in Toronto Amanda 
burner at Matthew PD who not only, imported all of this change to a very small 
police department, but she's also running a regional analyst association. So she'll 
be president of something someday. 

If you [00:39:00] ever need a lesson on how to set up an intelligence unit, 
Akshata Kumavat at Hamilton county Sheriff's office could probably talk to you 
for two hours just off the top of her head. And so I, and I've gotten the chance to 
work very closely with her and kind of see how she's setting up for a unit. 

And it's very impressive. Shannon, Kail she, I was at was at a conference in 
California and Shannon at the time was in Wisconsin and I was talking to brass 
track vendor, but the guys who sell the machines that scan in bullet casing and 
somebody got on the subject of link analysis, which of course I was like 
immediately keyed into. 

And this vendor said, if you ever want to learn anything about link analysis, you 
should reach out to Shannon from Milwaukee. And I immediately knew who 
they're talking about. And I got I'm like, I'm gonna text her. And I was like, 
dude, your reputation precedes you. On the other side of the country, you are 
nationally known. 

We had a little freaked out about that. And if you're looking for a fun next guest 
and give her a shot, but she's in the private sector now, but from the way that 
she has been talking things that maybe Intel might be getting her backseat. And 
I don't know TJ Sweet I had a really cool opportunity to teach him when he was 
a freshman at [00:40:00] UC it's out of policing in America class. 

And there just literally was not a subject that we could bring up and talk about 
that he hadn't read three or four books on and seen a documentary about the 
thinking about writing a dissertation on. And I got to see some of the stuff he 
was doing. I think he was at Detroit PD for awhile, and now he's in Charlotte 
which is another really. 

Crime analysis unit. So he'll dominate the world soon. And then the last one I'll 
throw out is Lauren Finkbeiner at Grover beach PD. She started out as a mentee 
of mine, and now she is already improving on the products that I taught her, 
how to create, which kind of rubbed me the wrong way a little bit. 

Yeah. Part of me is proud and part of me is a little pissed off. Part of me wants 
to tell the world how great she is. And part of me wants to put her in her place. 
But no she'll one of those groups of people is going to be. President of 



something they're going to publish the next grade book and crime analysis, 
they're going to do something. 

And they think, yeah,  

it's fascinating what the next 10 years is going to look like for this profession. 
And it's just so [00:41:00] much is changing. There's so much more data and 
which isn't necessarily better for this profession, but certainly interesting to see 
how it's going to change and to see how these folks are going to influence it. 

Yeah. To your point. There's kind of this, you know, you mentioned more data 
and there's kind of this old school mentality of how we work, where we, 
everything is desktop and we query everything down and we dump it and we 
make a visual. I think every software company is moving away from creating a 
desktop product to creating a comprehensive solution. 

And part of that is the ability to ingest and handle more data. And the ability to 
not just be your link analysis tool, but also your querying tool and your 
matching tool. And not just be the thing that you use for CDR, but also the thing 
that you use for RMS. And so that transition, I think, has already begun. 

I don't know that we've necessarily seen a police department that does it to best 
practices yet. But whenever they do, I think that that's going to be kind of the 
next big thing that [00:42:00] catches on in the industry. And I wouldn't be 
surprised one of those people were the one to do it.  

Hey if you know these folks. Or you have other folks that you want to add to 
this list for the analyst of tomorrow. Please email us@leapodcastsatgmail.com 
or if you see one of our postings, leave a comment below.  

 all right, Charlie, then the next topic we want to cover is this idea of analysts 
going into. Private sector. And we certainly talked about it a little bit in terms of 
the progression of, analysts coming into the police department, maybe going 
federal and then going even to the private sector. 

And so you want to just spend a little bit of time talking about what the private 
sector  

can offer. Yeah. So I think I got to a point in my career where I was, hitting a 
ceiling and my initial first thought was okay, well, I need to look for another 
police department. And the [00:43:00] more I thought about that, the more I just 
realized. 



I was going for run into the same thing at another police department. And I 
really just needed to expand my search. And since then, you know, I started 
working for data walk, but also that role has given me the opportunity to work 
alongside some of these units who are doing things like money laundering, like 
fraud. 

And I've gotten to see. In positions that I just never knew existed tackling crime 
problems that I didn't know the world had. You know, my first week on the job 
here my boss came to me and he goes, Hey, you know, we're talking to the U S 
department of agriculture and they want to see how you can use the software to 
help fight illegal lumber trafficking. 

That was like, what, what even is that? You know, I've gotten to meet analysts 
to, you know, do intellectual protection for Disney. And they're finding people 
who are distributing Dr. Strange before it comes out in theaters and stuff like 
that. But there are a couple of lanes that I would encourage any prime analysts 
to look at. 

There are industries out there in the private sector. Who would really [00:44:00] 
value your skillset? That I think that we do a very poor job in professional 
associations of kind of bridging the gap, bringing those people in so that we can 
learn from them, but also advertising what our people can do for the private 
sector as well. 

So every bank, for instance, is required to have an anti money laundering unit. 
After nine 11, they extended the bank secrecy act and they put the onus of 
investigating preventing, proactively and reporting money laundering 
transactions on banks and they hand out big, big fines. This is how different it is 
to be an AML. 

Investigator and AML analyst and it has to be a crime analyst, anti money 
laundering. Yeah. A us bank got like a, a billion dollar fine a couple of years 
ago, because for not maintaining adequate AML analysis capacity and 
specifically what they did was they had a bad quarter or whatever budgets were 
tight. 

So they put a hiring freeze on analysts. Well, how many police departments out 
there time get hard? [00:45:00] And they put a hiring freeze on, you know, 
every police department employee I talked to says, yeah, you know, we've got, 
you know, room for a thousand cops, but we're down 300. Cause it put a hiring 
freeze on. Banking, AML units are not allowed to do that. 



They have to maintain adequate staffing. They have to maintain great 
technology. They have to maintain that practices and they have very big data 
challenges, but at the same time, it's largely what we do when we do comp staff. 
It's largely what we do when we do investigation and intelligence analysis. 

It's finding patterns, it's finding who the bad guys are, and it's suggesting ways 
to intervene commercial anti-fraud or even government. If I fraud you know, 
COVID introduced all sorts of new government benefits. We finally know for 
sure, we're going to find that a majority of it went to fraudsters. 

The way that you tackle that problem, it's a data problem. You have to find the 
concentrations. You have to find the connections. You have to find the email 
address that was used to apply for, you know, 1500 different paycheck 
protection program applications. You know, you have to in the commercial 
world of [00:46:00] anti-fraud, you have to figure out who it is. 

That's getting all of the property that, you know, get shipped away from 
Amazon. And then they get a refund. You have to analyze entire networks and 
figure out, okay, which of these problems are little problems, which is a 
teenager who is getting fraudulent refunds. And which of them are, you know, 
impacting the company to the tune of hundreds of millions of dollars. 

And then you have to put a case. And prosecute them. You know, there isn't a 
police department, there isn't a federal agency that can collect all of that data 
that might span three or four different countries and several months and, and do 
that type of analysis. That's all private sector. So AML fraud. 

And then if you go to IACA and everyone who's listening should, and you walk 
around the vendor hall, every single one of those vendors. If they know what 
they're doing is going to be looking for people who have not only hard skills 
that help them think software, but also industry experience people that's, you 
know, that's my job. 

I basically get to sit with, you know, people that do lumber investigations and 
intellectual property theft and [00:47:00] fraud and money laundering. And I get 
to sit with the analysts to, you know, try to confront those problems and figure 
out what their workflows are and then show them how that can be better with 
this particular product. 

And the only way you get that knowledge is by having struggled as an analyst 
with some of those problems yourself. So there are a lot of opportunities out 
there for crime analysts to go into the private sector. There's a lot of benefits to 



going into the private sector. I've actually thrown out an IACA presentation 
proposal with a friend of mine who works for another company conference. 

So conference committee. I really appreciate the opportunity to broach this 
further.  

Building off of what we talked about earlier, there, is a lot to offer on the private 
sector side. And I find it fascinating when I think back about, especially since 
COVID, I think one of the pre COVID, one of the aspects that maybe prevented 
some folks from going to the private sector is this idea of increased travel. 

Like they didn't want to get into the private sector because it would [00:48:00] 
require a lot of out, out of the city travel overnight, travel, you name it. But as 
we all know, since the pandemic, this idea of working from home, this idea of 
being able to do your job remotely has taken off. Now you can do the majority 
of your work at home. And I think that's, again, going to bring more people over 
to the private sector in the future. Well,  

I mean, the, there is a element to in-person communication where you're 
building a relationship. 

That's really tough to do remote outside of that. Nothing is really tough to do 
remotely. You know, we've done enterprise level deployments with law 
enforcement agencies and other countries where they're integrating, you know, 
eight, nine different databases. And they're bringing in six or seven different 
units with different functions to all operate on the same system. 

And we did all of that from, you know, our independent living rooms. I did all 
of that with my buzzy slippers on so, but I don't think that this work from home 
thing is going to be limited and just COVID I think. It's going to be kind of a 
status of operating [00:49:00] now. And I don't think that law enforcement 
agencies are going to embrace it. 

No, I, I agree. There's they're already pulling folks back where I think the 
private industry. No, where I work, pre COVID. I was the only person on the 
team of 10 that worked remotely. Now every single person that's on my team, 
all 10 of us are working remotely and basically, oh, we don't have to rent out 
that office space anymore for these analysts. 

Oh, that's great. We don't have that expense. We can have them all work from 
home and we there's a cost savings to the business,  



 Yeah. I mean the cost savings for overhead. Yeah, absolutely. But then also, I 
mean, are you, are you going to get your best employees back? If you tell them 
that they have to start commuting for now? 

Both ways now you might not in 2022, like there might be a cost in terms of 
personnel by putting that out there as well. If they, if  

they have the option, [00:50:00] right? If, if there's an option to, work from 
home and get a higher salary and have a greater influence, like you mentioned, 
Yeah, there's a, there's a lot to  

offer there. 

And, you know, I, I actually have two jobs right now that I work completely 
remotely. You know, academia went to a lot of remote quartz coursework. You 
know, a lot of these online investigations jobs that we're talking about are 
entirely remote. There's not reason to put them in person. Yeah.  

I will admit it makes me a little sad and this is going to turn me into old man 
elder, but I wish people would stay longer in the public sector because I think 
there's so much there that could be done to, to better that particular department, 
that particular city. 

And certainly I can't criticize people too much because I went to the private 
sector, you know, as, as well. When I hear some of these big names, In our 
profession, leaving the public [00:51:00] sector for the private sector. It does 
make me a little sad. And, my hope is that maybe just maybe that there would 
be a curve back that so people go into the private sector for, years. 

And maybe once they're ready for retirement, maybe once they're five years out 
from retirement, that they go back and spend five years at a police department 
in the public sector to work on a project there and to bring back what they had 
learned and to, influence that particular department in that particular city. 

 I'll say this about that. First of all, going private doesn't necessarily mean that 
you stop working in the public sector altogether. I, I get to work with four or 
five different local or state level law enforcement agencies every single day. 
And I get to see how they do investigations and I get to suggest ways to 
improve it. 

So there's kind of this perception that like you get a lot of action in a working in 
a police department, work in public sector and you get away from [00:52:00] 



that in the private sector. And that's not necessarily true, but then also, you 
know, I, I just can't help, but point out there's no secret why the private sector 
sucks away the best talent from the public sector. 

It's pay it's benefits, it's culture. And regardless of how convoluted your 
government bureaucracy is whether you are a city or state or now. There was 
someone in that organization who can snap their fingers and make anything 
happen. So all of these agencies that are losing these people and perhaps 
bemoaning the loss of their best talent, there is somebody who could add a 
moment's notice and make the change that all of a sudden, now they're 
competitive with the private sector. 

And they just haven't done that yet. At least they haven't done that. In the 
aggregate. So it's going to be very interesting in the next 10 years to see if it 
becomes more and more difficult to keep up. And we see that change, or if it 
becomes more and more difficult to keep up and we see people throw their arms 
up and say, okay, we quit. 

Yeah.  

 I think no matter what, when you're talking about public sector versus private 
[00:53:00] sector, if you're going to continue in the public sector or you're going 
to come back to the public sector from the private sector, you're essentially 
going to have to give a hometown discount. 

Right. I feel that there's most likely there's going to be something where you're 
just going to have to say, you know, if I'm going to continue down this public 
sector path in the lifetime, Of my position. You're going to have that many 
opportunities to grow. 

And I think that the private sector is always going to be easier.  

Unfortunately, that is true. I don't think that it's the responsibility of government 
leadership to all of a sudden start dishing out more money than the private 
sector can, but considering the size of the gap, you know, if you are an 
intelligence analyst and you work for Google, you have the opportunity to go up 
and be a division head for. 

Or Microsoft or Amazon, you know, you can be 7, 8, 9, 10 layers of 
management up from that entry level position versus in, you know, law 
enforcement agencies. You're an [00:54:00] analyst. Maybe you have a 



supervisory civilian position, maybe you don't. I know that there are stories of, 
you know, civilian captain equivalent. 

Those are pretty few and far between so consider the career gap of somebody 
who goes to the private sector and they've progressed and they're promoted five 
or six times with only a huge company versus somebody who stays in the public 
sector or comes back to the public sector in an entry-level role. 

That's an enormous gap. And that's that's a problem that police leadership is 
going to have to find a way. Yeah, and I  

think that's definitely one thing I'd like to see in the next 10 years is more 
analysts getting into executive roles at police departments that I think would pay 
dividends for the profession. 

And that's seems like a big ask right now, I know Noah Fritz comes to mind. I 
mean, he's an executive position right now in Virginia and I really would like to 
see more analysts work their way up and have spots at the table on [00:55:00] 
executive teams  

at police department. I absolutely agree. 

All right. Well, Hey, all those are great conversations. I appreciate that insight . 
Let's move on to personal interests and cause that's the one I always like to 
finish up the interview with. I, got to ask about the obscenely pretentious taste 
in beer is what you have listed as a personalized. 

Yeah. There's a point where you enjoy the year and there's a point where beer 
becomes a hobby. And that point for me was black Friday, about five years ago. 
So coming from Cincinnati, Cincinnati is the best city in the world for beer. 
Every time a gas station closes, they shove a couple of distilling things in there 
and turn into a brewery. 

You can't throw a rock and not get tubers and Cincinnati, and they're all 
fantastic. So I w I had been into craft. But where the switch flip was it was 
black Friday, a couple of years ago. And so I had gone out with my family. 
They were doing some shopping, my dad and I were done. 

So we just happened to park ourselves at this [00:56:00] bar. And my dad said, 
you know, we'd like really dark beer. Do you have anything special? And the 
guy gave us goose island, bourbon county, south which we had never had 



before, but it was amazing and it was incredibly strong. And so we both got a 
little bit looser. 

Wanted to be. And my dad is not a spring chicken anymore. So the next 
morning I woke up and we both just looked like death. And we were like, wow, 
that's just that stuff hit really hard. We weren't expecting that. And my dad's 
like, yeah, you know, I'm too old for this, you know, things hurt but out, but I 
want to go back to that bar right now and get more of that stuff. 

So we went back again and we got more of it. And, you know, we were kind of 
saying like, where do we go to find this? And the bartender was like, oh no, this 
stuff comes out once a year on black Friday and that's it. You can't find it 
anymore. And so after that, for me, it was just kind of a fond memory of the 
time. 

My dad and I went and drank together. But for my dad, it became an obsession. 
And so the next Thanksgiving, we have a whole bunch of family over the next 
morning. I'm out running in the Florida heat. So I'm sweating and I'm gross. 
And my dad pulls up in his Jeep grand Cherokee with the tires locked, just 
[00:57:00] like pulled up right behind me. 

My dad and my mom was in the back seat, clutching her purse. She looked 
terrified and then what's going on? And he says, huh, And so I jumped in the car 
and the man has mapped out every store from Daytona beach to Orlando that 
sells this stuff and they limit it one per one bottle per person. So we went in 
there, we got the rest of my family members together. 

So there's four or five of us. And we walked into each of these liquor stores, one 
at a time and he brought one bottle and we filled the back of that Jeep grand 
Cherokee. So like ever since that day, it's become kind of, kind of a hobby to go 
out and try to find something that is that good or better, something that is 
obsession worthy. 

I alone back that he essentially counted down the days and had this strategic 
plan of how he was going to accomplish his goal.  

He had called managers, he knew how many bottles were going to be in and 
what time the store is open. And he, yeah.  

Yeah. The only thing better than that is if he actually had a link chart.[00:58:00]  



Oh, I didn't even think about that. That'd be perfect. I got to get them working. 
Yeah. And they can link chart for us.  

Oh man. That is really good. So do you have a, do you have a beer right now 
that you're obsessing over? So I'm very  

excited that IACA is in Chicago this year because Chicago is home of the goose 
island brewery and they make bourbon county stuff and they change it every 
year. 

And every year it's more amazing than the year before. But if I had to give a 
competitor, if there was a contender for the throne, it would be a bottle logic, 
fundamental observation, which is made an Anaheim close number two, but 
typically I want something that's. And I feel like it's a real, it's a real brutal 
hobby to have because the minute you find something special, the minute you're 
like, oh wow, this is, this is up to the standard. 

This is just as good. You find out that that brewery shut down two years ago 
and you'll never see that bottle again. It's a harsh  

mistress. Yeah. See, I think there's value and it being. And being [00:59:00] 
limited.  

Yeah. Not the least of which is because I would have been dead already if I 
could drink it every day. 

So it's good. That it's hard for me to find.  

Excellent. All right. One more. I'm first entrust. You're part of an American 
history book club.  

Yeah, this is definitely the nerdiest thing about me. CS started during COVID, 
but it's still going strong. We it was I had read a book called 1776, which is, I 
would put it in top five books of a friend of my life, but it was so much fun to 
read. 

I wanted somebody to read it with me so we could talk about it. And so I blast it 
out on Facebook to see if anybody wanted to join a book club. And, you know, 
being in the first couple of months of COVID, there was tons of interest. And I 
think we had like 30 people on that first meeting. It's down to like four now, 
but, you know, they ended up me and those same three guys were just trucking 
along. 



So we're we started with pump on and the age of exploration. And right now we 
just got up to the war of 18, 12. Pretty good progress for two years, I think.  

Yeah, that is pretty good progress. So[01:00:00] what's the most interesting 
thing that you learned so  

far? The most interesting thing the, the French and Indian war up through the 
first year of the revolution is the most fascinating period of American history. 

And there are so many American heroes in that time period that no one ever 
hears about. So for instance, John Stark, Yeah, John Stark was kidnapped as a 
child and taken by Indians and they tried to make him run the gauntlet, which is 
sort of an initiation. And he took an Indian weapon and he beats them all with it. 

And then he just went and kind of like made a house for them among these 
Indians. And they kind of respected him for it. And they, they tried to make him 
a farmer and he threw all his farm equipment into a river while he was singing a 
song about how he was going to kiss all of their wives. They wound up, they 
wound up making him kind of like a captain. 

And there's all these great stories about how. He was camping with them on a 
rating party. And a witch doctor saw a snake crawl into the tent or into the area. 
So he said that they was a bad omen and that the rating party was cursed. So 
John [01:01:00] Stark went over and pissed the snake in half or something like 
that. 

And then he wound up being. You know a general who pretty much save the 
early American revolution at bunker hill. He showed up with his, you know, not 
even really an army, just a couple bros from Massachusetts or Rhode Island or 
wherever he was from. And he saw that the British could flank the American 
position by this little beach. 

So he just went and set up an ambush and was wound up being shipwrecked in 
the Caribbean at one point, like, dude just led an amazing life and I had just 
never heard of them until I started picking up these obscure books.  

Yeah. It's it is fascinating when you hear wild and crazy off the wall, people 
have such an amazing talent and can influence different stuff. 

We talked about baseball earlier. There's a whole history of like crazy baseball 
players from the late 18 hundreds to 19 hundreds. Like really off the wall bat 
shit, crazy people, but they could go out and throw a baseball. Pitch a no-hitter 



and all this other stuff with all this baggage and craziness [01:02:00] going on 
around them. 

So the same thing, it doesn't surprise me that there's, you know, John's dark, 
who has this probably just a little off the wall. You would see him as like, oh, I 
don't want to hang around this guy. But at the same time he led, he influenced 
the whole history of our country by some of the acts that he did. 

The, the fun fact you learn about the guys that are revered to like George 
Washington, I guess when he went to go take command of the forces outside of 
Boston, he relieved a man named Artimus ward and Artemis ward had been 
kind of the leader up to that point. And Artemis ward left and never participated 
in the revolution. 

Again, he was so pissed off to be relieved by George Washington. And I guess 
years later, When the war is won, Washington's doing his first presidential 
parade. And he reroutes the parade to go right by the Artemis Ward's house. 
And there's like, absolutely no record that he like stopped and was like being, 
you know, friendly or anything like that. 

He literally just rerouted the parade to like stick it in his nose, [01:03:00] stuff 
like that. Hey, you got the first deaf on it. It wasn't me. Yeah,  

no. Yeah. We were worried about that. And maybe maybe I'll send. All right. 
Very good, Charlie. All right. Well, as a segment to this show, his words to the 
world, and this is where I give the guests the last word, Charlie, you can 
promote any idea that you wish. 

What are your words to the world? Yeah,  

so there's probably two types of people who are listening to this right now. 
There are the analyst who maybe you're newer, maybe your don't have the skills 
that you think that you need high. You're probably stressed. You might be 
dealing with imposter syndrome. I know because that's exactly where I was. 

When I started, I had no clue what I was doing to those individuals. I would 
give to people. Pieces of advice, first of all, reach out because there is a really 
robust community here in this profession is unique because it was made by 
people who didn't have training. They didn't have a textbook to follow and they 
just kind of went in there and figured it out. 



[01:04:00] The other thing I would say to those people are, you know, you go to 
college classes and you see professors and read books and you see the authors 
and you go to conferences and see presenters. And you listen to this podcast and 
you see all these people and you say, wow, that that person is an expert. 

That person really has it all figured out. The dirty secret is that no one has it all 
figured out. There are no experts, we're all making it up as we go. There are no 
adults in the room. We are all struggling with something. So if you do reach out, 
you're going to find somebody who is a human being, who doesn't have all of 
the answers who has been where you've been. 

The other thing that that means though, is that eventually you're going to 
overcome your challenge. You're going to learn you're going to grow. But when 
you do, you've officially become the second type of person. And when you 
overcome those challenges, when you learn just that, that one. That you really 
need to know today to get through your day. 

Don't wait to become an expert that knows it all to share it. Because again, that 
day will never come. There are so many forums to share little tidbits of 
knowledge. I saw Seth Potts did a video for you the other day, where he was 
just going [01:05:00] through and showing some quick tips in Excel. 

There are white papers. There are conferences, there are message boards. There 
are so many ways to let people know that you know how to do one thing. And 
there is a ton of value and knowing how to do one thing, if you teach other 
people how to do it. So that would be my words to the world. Be a mentee. And 
if you're ready to be a mentor, very  

good. 

Well, I leave every guest with you giving me just enough to talk bad about you 
later, but I do appreciate you being on this show, Charlie. 


